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What keywords are
you targeting?

Use 
Heading Tags

You should have a list of keywords you want to
rank for in mind already. 

Better yet, you'll have main keyword 'themes'
and then a list of related keywords below that.
You also won't want all of your pages and posts
to try and rank for the same keywords (because
who needs to be competing against
themselves?!), so these should rotate around
and not always be the exact same for each post. 

Be clear on your target keywords and work them
naturally into your post, without stuffing them
in too obviously. 

Bonus points if you can work them into your H1-
H6 tags (wait - what the heck is an H1 tag?! Read
on, friends!) Heading tags are the larger, bolder

sentences you often find at the
beginning of different paragraphs in
blog posts.

In your text editor, you'll have a
dropdown editor that will
automatically be set to 'paragraph'.
Click into the menu and you'll see you
have options to select Heading 1 -
Heading 6. 

Each post should have one H1 tag
only. You can then work in other
Heading tags through your post. I
normally have H1 for my title, H2
after intro paragraph and then H3 for
all paragraphs below that.

This makes it easier for Google to
trawl your content, and also breaks it
up making it easier for people to scan
and read your posts.
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Internal & 
External Links

Internal links are links that go to
other pages on your website.
Internal links show Google that
other content on your website is
relevant to the current post.
You should link both to other
pages and other blog posts you
already have on your website.
External links are links that go to
other websites. You linking to
their site creates a backlink, which
helps  strengthen their SEO as
well.
Bonus points: you can approach
the source you link to in your post
letting them know you linked to
them and they might even share
your post with their audience
which could result in more traffic
for you!
Make sure you set all external
links to open in a new window;
that way, your users will always be
able to find their way back to your
site.

Make sure you link both to pages
within and outwith your website.

Use a great SEO
plugin (like Yoast or
All In One SEO) on
your website as a
guide for your post-
specific SEO work
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Images don't need to be
any larger than 2000 px 
wide (at a maximum)
for web design.

Optimise your images

Large image sizes can really slow down your site
speed, which in turn will negatively affect your
SEO. This is not what you want!

Images for web design don't need to be huge; any
bigger than 2000 px wide is overkill. You can go
into your image files directly in your websites
media folder to edit your images sizes across
your site.

While you're there, make sure you have alt text
added to each image. 

As well as helping those with visual
impairments, alt text describes what your
images contain to Google when trawling your
site. This also gives another opportunity to
include your keywords.
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Optimise your 
meta descriptions

You can use an SEO plugin to
optimise your meta description for
each page or post.
Try to use your long tail keywords
here.
Make sure you create something
easy to read and compelling while
also including your long tail
keyword (but without using so
many keywords that this seems
unnatural!).
Google doesn't always pull the
specific meta description that you
enter for each post, but by
optimising this you increase your
chances of it pulling through
exactly as youv'e written (if you've
done a good job!).

A meta description is the written
blurb that shows up underneath the
title of your post or page in the search
engine results.

A well-optimised meta
description will help
inform your readers
and let them know how
relevant your post is.
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SEO doesn't 
need to be scary!

I know, I know.... it sounds like a lot to
remember!

The truth is, if you're coming from a place of
good intention, SEO will come much more easily
and not be something scary that you need to
learn all the ins and outs of to start to see some
results. Whether you try your best to optimise
your website and blog posts yourself or you
investigate outsourcing your SEO, you can make
a good dent in it by using some of these
strategies as the outline for your blog posts. 

Keep in mind what people are searching for to
find your posts and help them the best you can. 
 You'll start to build authority online, which will
start to improve your SEO as well.

Last tip: quality over
quantity! Don't create
fluffy posts jam packed
with your chosen
keywords; create long
form, quality posts that
serve your audience


